
Tenso wiki - what went before  

 
The development of the database for contemporary choral compositions (Tenso Wiki) has 
not taken off yet. In 2012 we worked on a pilot version - which gave us a lot of input, and 
made it possible to refine our list of requirements. 
 
Since then, we have been looking for person(s) who can develop this database according 
to our wishes. The (Paris-based) company who developed the pilot let us know that they 
would not be able to continue working on the project, since the developer in charge of the 
wiki had left the company. We have been trying to get the project working ourselves 
(Babette has a background in computer science), but it proved to be too much and too 
complicated work. We have been n touch with developers in Latvia, Germany, the 
Netherlands, and for many different reasons, none of these were able to do more than a 
few notional steps.  
 
We have also been in contact with colleague organizations that have developed music 
databases to see whether any of these could be used as a template for Tenso. 
 

• most of them run as a database without any options for editing / contributing for 
outsiders; only administrators can  

• most of them - therefore - have (one or more) staff members that administrate the 
database full time 

• existing databases do not allow for vocal music (they do not have "place" for texts, 
translations, pronunciation, etc other than in a description field) 

• existing databases mostly only contain information about the work, not the scores or 
recordings themselves 
(and, for the record, most of them took very long to develop, usually twice the time that 
was planned)  
 
In November 2015, the company we were about to hire (in Latvia) let us know that they 
would move away from wiki development; they advised us to create a cms system, with 
limited possibilities for outside editing. This system would cost ca four times as much as 
originally planned (6000 euro instead of 1500 euro) - this is because in a cms system, 
most of the work would be done by the developers, not by the contributors. We decided to 
start one more search for developers in the wiki arena before giving up on our original 
plan.  
 
We now have a new offer for buildling a wiki system, which we hope to discuss in the 
meeting in Paris. Attached, the offer (from Dutch company Wikibase solutions) and the 
document with our original requirements 
 
We will be very happy if you will share your thoughts on this topic !  
 
Tenso wiki - the most important requirements  
 
(1) wiki feel  
e.g.  " edit this page" on every page - easy to contribute 
(2) restricted areas / material  
consent form for registered users to download copyrighted material 
possibility to have choral scores = performance material 
(3) structure 
import existing database, keeping categorized information (birth year, nationality, 
language, parts/voices, etc)  


